Twin Cam Engine Builders

Twin Cam Engine Builders is a one-stop-shop for all your Twin Cam engine needs. Whether you're a professional engine builder or a hobbyist looking to upgrade your ride, Twin Cam Engine Builders has everything you need to get your engine running like new. Our experienced technicians and state-of-the-art facilities are dedicated to providing you with the highest quality service and parts. Contact us today to learn more about our Twin Cam engine rebuilding and modification options.
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Lotus Twin-Cam Engine Build

Lotus Twin-Cam Engine Build is a reliable and experienced engine builder that specializes in custom engine builds for Lotus cars. With years of experience in the automotive industry, they have gained a reputation for their exceptional workmanship and attention to detail.

Gregg Dahl (pictured) says you can't just say "V-twin," because there are so many different versions. Evo, Shovel, ... versions of the flathead engines use four cams. The Twin Cam uses a dual chain drive while the others are gear ... tion.

Lotus Twincam, John Wilcox Competition Engines. Lot... lateral... builds can be reprogrammed to suit your needs. We have had great success with all forms of this engine exporting many around the world.

Click Here to Build Your Parts

For over 25 years STD Development has been setting the standard for the world's strongest aftermarket cases, high performance heads and related engine components for the Harley-Davidson ® and American V-Twin market.

Building a Stout Twin Cam Crank | Hot Bike

The Twin Cam engine provides many enhancements over the Evo, including beefier and stronger crankcases, reduced oil ... true potential, the Twin Cam requires a few key modifications to eliminate the weak links, starting with the crankshaft.

Engines | S&S Cycle

T143 Black Edition Longblock Engine for Select 1999-'06 HD ® Twin Cam 88®, 95 ®, 103 ® Models - 635 GE Cams

Harley Engine Builds - Dave Ortega

This is a 126 build we did on a Twin Cooled FLHTK Ultra Limited. This build consisted of: 126 Shortblock; Intercooled 126 ... Carbon Fiber Intake; 2-1 Exhaust; This build put down some ridiculous power with 154 horsepower and 155 ft/lbs of torque.

The Perfect HD Twin Cam Street Engine - Nightrider.com

That would be a good start on our "universal twin cam". While there probably isn't the perfect street engine for your Twin Cam engine preferences, this comes as close as I have seen in meeting that definition. You finally have that ready-to-swap-overhead cam engine in your "quintessential" needs.

Engine Kits - Hillside Motorcycle

Many engine combos are available that are for stock, while others are supercharged/pumped. See our engine catalog online to find the right engine for your needs.

HAMMER PERFORMANCE - High Performance for your Harley Twin ... 124″ 131″ TWIN CAM TOURING & HOT ROD. 124″ 131″ TWIN CAM Street

Dan Vance Racing has been providing performance options for Harley Davidson motorcycles for over 30 years. His extensive experience in racing and building engines, coupled with an extensive network of partners, has helped him with the know-how to customize your Harley engine mods in all RPM ranges according to the way you like to ride.

Home - Hillside Motorcycle

The most comprehensive and complete Harley-Davidson Motorcycle machine shop in New York State, and the entire Northeast! We have been building and rebuilding engines for over 30 years and have the experience and equipment to do it right.

Twin Cam ™ 88

Twin Cam ™ 88. We are partial to this engine and use it in most of our projects. These ARE fun engines but should be handled with extreme care and attention to detail. These will require the separate purchase of a set of stroker flywheels.

Build a 128 HP Twin Cam engine - Nightrider.com

The folks at CycleRama spent a lot of time optimizing the ports on the Twin Cam heads before committing to the current design. The performance of these ports has been a major factor in the life characteristics of the cylinder heads.
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